Kelly's Trip to Luray Caverns
April 18, 2009

The cave's name is Luray Caverns. We had headphones to listen to what a person said about the cave. There were five mysteries: Plato's Ghost, Dream Lake, Fried eggs, Singing rock, Frozen Waterfall.

Plato's ghost is not a ghost it is a rock. It is white. The cave's first explorers passed it many times.

Dream Lake is very still and has lots of reflections.

We had to find two rocks that look like eggs and their picture is on the next page. They were SILLY!

They made rocks sing by hitting them with hammers. We heard a computer play a song.

Stalactites come down from the top of the cave. Stalagmites come from the bottom of the cave. Dripping water with minerals makes them. Once in the cave their was a stalactite, then a stalagmite came to the stalactite pointing at each other.

I hope you get to go to the cave!!
This is an underwater lake.

Lot's of pretty stalactites

We had to find these shapes that look like fried eggs.

Plato's Ghost is a bright white column

These rocks are called “drapery” because they look like curtains